
Lads Night Photo Scavenger Hunt – Clues

Tonight you're going out for your last hurrah 

You should take a moment to see these, 

Those which are normally covered by a bra.

You're the stag tonight - still, treat others fair 

Else you'll spend the night here,

locked up and hearing sirens blare

It's been said women are better in bed 

When you can find this hair upon their head

A deep red, soft and sweet,

You must find them before dawn... 

As You'll only touch one set from tomorrow on

Take one of these, then take two more

Follow with a beer, but watch out for the door

Too many, and you'll get a close-up of the floor!



Your last night of freedom - be careful what you do. 

Pelé, Beckham, Ronaldo all know that to be true.

So if you are a fan, you should not hide in the loo,

Act like your stars and sport an item or two...

Marriage doesn't have to mean the end.

Though some are bitter, you should not panic yet,

Instead keep her sweet with "Man's best friend".

Because you're visiting mostly every bar 

It would be wise to give these to a friend

As you certainly won't be driving far.

You're giving up the ability to be the boss, 

Now you may now need to ask before eating these and curry sauce, 

instead of enjoying your salad toss.

Getting hitched doesn't mean you're not a dude. 

But you will need one of these, if you want to get screwed.

Somewhere hidden in a thicket,

You once had a secret rendezvous, 

 Before your life resembled a game with a sticky wicket.



Even really nice women sometimes wear these, 

But most often they're known for being used in a strip tease.

You don't have to be perfect. Fun is the goal. 

Just as during many nights out, your aim here is to put it in the hole.

When it comes to drinking, let's get one thing clear 

Stick with just one type, whether liquor or ________

As if you don't, you may feel a little queer.



Lads Night Photo Scavenger Hunt – Answers

Tonight you're going out for your last hurrah 

You should take a moment to see these, 

Those which are normally covered by a bra.

(Breasts)

You're the stag tonight - still, treat others fair 

Else you'll spend the night here,

locked up and hearing sirens blare

(Police/Jail)

It's been said women are better in bed 

When you can find this hair upon their head

(Redhead)

A deep red, soft and sweet,

You must find them before dawn... 

As You'll only touch one set from tomorrow on

(Lips)



Take one of these, then take two more

Follow with a beer, but watch out for the door

Too many, and you'll get a close-up of the floor!

(Shots or Test-tubes)

Your last night of freedom - be careful what you do. 

Pelé, Beckham, Ronaldo all know that to be true.

So if you are a fan, you should not hide in the loo,

Act like your stars and sport an item or two...

(Football/Soccer Items)

Marriage doesn't have to mean the end.

Though some are bitter, you should not panic yet,

Instead keep her sweet with "Man's best friend"

(Dogs)

Because you're visiting mostly every bar 

It would be wise to give these to a friend

As you certainly won't be driving far

(Car Key/Keys)

You're giving up the ability to be the boss, 

Now you may now need to ask before eating these and curry sauce, 

instead of enjoying your salad toss.

(Chips/Fries/Curry-wurst)



Getting hitched doesn't mean you're not a dude. 

But you will need one of these, if you want to get screwed

(Screwdriver (drink or tool) / Condom)

Somewhere hidden in a thicket,

You once had a secret rendezvous, 

 Before your life resembled a game with a sticky wicket

(Anything related to cricket)

Even really nice women sometimes wear these, 

But most often they're known for being used in a strip tease.

(Stilettos, Stockings, or a thong)

You don't have to be perfect. Fun is the goal. 

Just as during many nights out, your aim here is to put it in the hole.

(Billiards, Snooker, or Golf)

When it comes to drinking, let's get one thing clear 

Stick with just one type, whether liquor or ________

As if you don't, you may feel a little queer.

(Beer)


